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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

 This chapter presents the conclusion of the research and the suggestions 

for the future research after the researcher analyzes and interprets at the acquired 

data from the previous chapter. The conclusion is covered from the statement of 

the research problem while the suggestions is intended to give information to the 

next reseachers who are intended in conducting the similar research. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the previous chapter, the writer would like to make the following 

Conclusion. To find out the answer, who the main characters in the play are the 

writer used the teories based on the literary books. The writer had found out that 

Nick Dunne and Amy Elliot Dunne are the main character in the story because 

they give much contribution in the  story. 

Four problems or topics have been discussed by the writer. They are about 

the main character’s physical appearance, personality, social status, and social 

relationship. First, he is Nick Dunne. He is a mature man who always wears a 

sock and sweater. He is handsome, very smart, nice and charming man. He is also 

a cool man, great, gorgeous, sweet and adorable. He also has another good 

sufficient physical appearance. He had black hair, warm bown eyes, and a good 

sufficient body. 

 The second main character is Amy Elliot Dunne. She is a good looking 

woman who always wears a casual blouse. She is very beautiful, white skin, rich, 

interesting, smart, sexy, fresh and charming woman. She has brown eyes.  
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Although she is thirty years old but she looks like a young teenager with blond 

hair. 

 Talking about their personality, Nick Dunne is the protagonist character of 

the story. He is cool, patient, and goodhearted. Nick Dunne is trustworthy until his 

wife know his affairs with his student in college. This is makes him disappearance 

his wife until some days and he wiil go into a prison. And Amy Elliot Dunne has 

bad personality. She never care with any people but she just care with her parents 

because she think that people who love her only her parents. She also a psychotic/ 

crazy woman.  

 The social status in this case deals with the main characters educational 

background and their life. Nick Dunne is a teacher in a creative writing class at 

MVCC, he also a writer and own of a bar. Nick has jobs since 12 years old, he is 

grasses, scoop of holes and etc, to finance his life. Different with Amy, since she 

was young, her parents already take advantange of her life with a book under the 

title amazing Amy. It caused she become a star of the book. She is a woman that 

love teaching. She also woman with those degrees. She is decorated scholar. She 

was a writer. But, she forged a successful career in journalism. She returned here 

to her husband’s hometown, and she made a life in her adopted home. In their life, 

Nick and Amy have some problem with their household until have affair. Nick 

have affair with her student in the college and Amy have affair with her ex- 

boyfriend. 

 The last is about social relationship. As a protagonist character Nick 

Dunne overcomes, which is to solve the clues left by Amy Elliot Dunne. Solving 

these clues means something to Nick Dunne give evidence to all people that he 
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never murder Amy. Nick disappearance his wife in fifth wedding anniversary. 

Amy go out from their home with some clues, some bloods in the kitchen. She 

also inform about her pregnant. Some detective look for the proof and conclude 

that Nick kill his pregnant wife. But, with Tanner’s help Nick can prove that Nick 

never kill Amy and he also tell that Amy is psychopath. Some days left, Amy 

back into her home with pregnant condition. Nick never trust that is his baby. But, 

it is Desi’s baby (Amy ex-boyfriend) because Amy stay with him during her plane 

to send Nick go to prison.  

B. Suggestion  

In our social lives, we always make contact with many people with their 

own characters. The fact shows that those characters are potentially influence 

human behavior. Analyzing a literary work will give a great benefit as well, in 

which we can understand humand mind and feeling from the prespective of 

characterization.  

 The writer gives suggestion for reader to involve themselves in reading or 

analyzing  literary works. Their linguistic knowledge can be meaningful tool to 

study literary works. Thus, by studying a lot about literature, we can improve 

about life. 

 

 

 


